
Core Idea:
Using MarketEDGE360 to grow my practice to limitless boundaries by targeting 
specific audiences with a holistic and concept-driven message, as opposed to a 
particular product or solution; in this case, white-collar professionals, allowing 
MarketEDGE360 to open the door and facilitate follow-up conversations that 
help to uncover additional opportunities.

How it Works:
• As part of my practice, I send out multiple touch points to clients and prospects using 

MarketEDGE360. This helps me keep my brand in front of people and provides 
informative content to people I want to do business with in a non-aggressive manner.

• Opening the door: 
■ Used the MarketEDGE360 List Builder feature to create a list of business 

prospects with the occupation of Dentist, within a 30-mile radius of my Agency.  
■ Selected a Direct Mail piece within MarketEDGE360 that discussed general 

concepts in financial stability and management, without discussing a particular 
solution to avoid misdirecting the conversation.

■ Having a distinct target audience and a general message, the conversations can 
vary, based on each person’s needs, but qualifying the prospect has already been 
done in the filtering process.

■ Used the "Mail Date" feature within MarketEDGE360 to identify when the 
mailing would go out and scheduled to follow up with the recipients of the direct 
mail on my calendar one week after the mail date.

• Following up
■ Reached out to recipients one week after mail date via phone and continued to 

follow up.
■ MarketEDGE360 campaigns get people to start talking and thinking about 

themselves and what they want and their concerns. MarketEDGE360 sets up the 
theme for the presentation. If you do not establish a theme, then when we get 
to the close, you will be trying to sell the prospect on what you think they need 
versus putting in place what they really want.

■ Once the prospect is opening up to us, an important aspect of success is learning 
how to listen and ask the right questions.

■ MarketEDGE360 has helped me paint a “word picture” for the prospect and let 
them visualize certain solutions. 
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“Marketing my practice requires 
innovation. MarketEDGE360 
concept selling is innovative,  
and did help me in communicating 
a clearer picture about what our 
services and solutions can do for 
engaging prospects.”

— Marc Mirabella
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Results:
• Created a relationship with a new client

• Over $200,000 in life premium

• Migrated other lines of business to my practice

• Obtained additional referrals, as the client is a dentist and acts as an advocate  
for my practice.

• Continued engagement in MarketEDGE360 on other initiatives, which provides  
for an all-encompassing approach to grow my practice (utilizing list building  
for continued prospecting and client cross-sell for additional product  
sales opportunities).

Questions? 
Contact the Distributed Solutions Team at MarketEDGE360@glic.com or by 
calling 888-600-4668.
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